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Basics of Excel Exercise    Name: __________________________ 
 
This document introduces fundamentals of the Microsoft Office spreadsheet application, Excel.  
This software is very useful for data organization and will be used a lot in coming weeks!  Please 
write out answers to questions posed below and turn in this exercise on November 7th.  
 
When provided with an Excel data file, do not work directly with the original file! Always 
copy the data to a separate worksheet or new Excel file.  When manipulating Excel data, it is quite 
easy to “mess up.”  By retaining a copy of the original data, you can easily start over. 
 
Part 1:  Worksheets.   
 
Open file ExcelPracticePrunella.xls.  Notice at the bottom there are tabs called “sheet1,” “sheet2,” 
and “sheet3.”  These are worksheets.  Worksheets allow you to have different data sets within the 
same Excel file.  In this case, the original data will be in one worksheet, and manipulated data will 
be in separate worksheets.   
 
First, change the name Sheet1 to Original data.  To do this, click on Sheet1, which will highlight 
it.  Now type in the name Original data.  Change the name Sheet2 to Manipulated data and 
Sheet3 to Improperly sorted. 
 
Second, copy the original data to the worksheets called Manipulated data and Improperly sorted.  
There are at multiple ways to select data.  (These directions apply to Macs.  PCs have identical, or 
similar ways): 
 
•  Drag cursor over all data that you wish to select. 
•  Click letter at top of column to select an entire column.  If you hold command, you can select 
multiple columns that are not next to each other. 
•  Press command-A to select all data. 
•  Click the sideways diamond in top left of screen to select all data. 
 
Once the data is selected, copy the data with command-C or go to edit then copy. 
 
Then paste the data into the other worksheets.  Put the cursor into the top left cell and use 
command-V or go to edit than paste.   
 
Third, if necessary, change the view of the worksheet.  Excel files are displayed in normal or page 
layout views.  Most people find it easier to work with files in normal view.  However, Excel tends 
to default to page layout view.  To see the difference, select the Manipulated data worksheet, then 
go to View.  First pick normal and then page layout.  Use normal view. 
 
Fourth, make another worksheet.  Click the + symbol at the right side of the sheet tabs on the 
bottom of the file, or go to Insert, then Sheet.  Note that another sheet appears at the bottom.  Name 
this worksheet Figures.  If the worksheet tab is in the wrong order, you can drag it to the proper 
location.  Click, hold, and drag.  Try it to see how it works (put the Original data worksheet last). 
 
At this point, do not make any changes to the Original data worksheet!  If you make a mistake 
while working with the other data sheets, you know that you can go back to the Original data sheet 
and get “not messed up data” so that you can start over. 
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Part 2:  Freeze Panes.   
 
Freeze pane:  When working with large data sets, you generally want to be able to see the column 
and row headings at all times.  However, if you do not freeze panes they will scroll out of sight.  
•  Use the Manipulated data worksheet. 
•  Put the cursor in the cell below the column headings and just to the right of the row headings you 

want to freeze.  In this case, put the cursor in cell B2.  
•  Go to Window & Freeze Panes.  Once you do this, the headings will remain on the screen as you 

scroll.  Scroll to the bottom of the data set and to the right of the data set and notice that the 
headings remain in place.   

 
Part 3:  Sorting.   
 
Sort: You will need to use this function a lot to get the data in the proper order. 
•  Use the Manipulated data worksheet. 
•  Very important--select ALL of your data before you start sorting.  Otherwise, the dataset will 

get scrambled and become useless.  (In reality, this is only essential for columns.  If you don’t 
sort all rows, it isn’t fatal.  Although the unselected rows won’t be sorted, it won’t scramble the 
data.)   

•  Pick Data & Sort 
•  Make sure header row is checked at top or your headings will also be sorted. 
•  Under Sort by, choose the main column you want to sort.  If you want a second or third level of 

sorting, add additional columns by clicking the + symbol.  For this example, choose sort by 
hillside/bottom and then by starting line point.  Click OK. 

•  Now let's see what terrible things happen if you accidentally sort without selecting all columns! 
Use the Improperly sorted worksheet for this.  Select all columns except Prunella %, dandelion 
count, and clover cover.  Sort as above.  For both sheets, look at the data in the second row.  The 
properly sorted data is entered below.  Record the numbers of the improperly sorted data. 

 
Quadrat Hillside/Bottom Starting 

line 
Transect Prunella 

count 
Prunella 
% 

Dandelion 
count 

Clover 
cover 

Quadrat 2 
(correct 
sort) 

 
Bottom 

 
11 

 
9 

 
2 

 
1 

 
1 

 

Quadrat 2 
(improper 
sort) 

       

 
For the sorted data above, which values are the same in the correct and improper sort? 
 
 
 
 
 
For the sorted data above, which values are different in the correct and improper sort? 
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Part 4:  Basic Functions.  
 
Now open the Excel file ExcelPracticeGrades.xls.  Copy the data into a new worksheet.  Name 
the worksheet GradesWorking.  Do not use the original data worksheet—this is a backup in case 
you mess up the working sheet. 
 
Freeze the top row and student column so they do not move.  Now we will start using formulas. 
 
Add up each student’s total points.  Put the cursor in cell H2.  Type =SUM(columns you want to 
add).  Don’t actually type "columns you want to add"—actually select the columns!  There are 
different ways to select these columns.  If the data is continuous, you can drag your cursor across 
the columns.  In the column named Total (all) select the columns by dragging across cells B2, C2, 
D2, E2 and F2.  This will show up as the function =SUM(B2:F2). 
 
However, if you want to add up each student’s exam scores, you can’t drag across all the columns 
because you the paper column is in the way.  You will need to select each column individually.  
You can manually enter the cells by typing the command =SUM(B2+D2+E2).  Or you can click on 
each cell you wish to add, and type the plus symbols manually:   type =SUM( then click in cell B2 
then type + then click cell D2 and type + then click cell E2 and type ).  
 

How many total points did student A earn? __________ 
 
How many exam points did student A earn? __________ 

 
Copy these formulas for the rest of the students.  Select cells H2 and I2.  Copy those cells.  Now 
select the cells for the rest of the students in columns I and J (row 3-70) and hit paste.  Notice that 
Excel pastes the formulas, which means it will quickly calculate the scores of all the students. 
 
Change the grade for one student and notice that Excel instantly recalculates.  Find student CC. 
 

What is her current total (all)? __________ 
 
Now change her exam 1 score to 85.  What is her new total (all)? ___________ 

 
Calculate the proportion.  The total points for the class are 365.  Thus, total points will be divided 
by 365.  In cell J2, type =H2/365.  Copy this formula for all students. 
 
Round proportions to three decimal places.  Select column J, Proportion.  Go to Format, Cells, 
Number and choose 3 decimal places. 
 
At the bottom of the sheet, there are rows for mean, median, mode, high score, low score, and count 
(total students).  Calculate the mean.  In cell B72, type =AVERAGE (drag cursor down columns 
of all student exam 1 grades).  When you do this, the formula will say =AVERAGE(B2:B70).  The 
other functions you will use for measuring data distribution and central tendency include... 
 

=MEDIAN(selected cells)   =MIN(selected cells) 
=MODE(selected cells)   =COUNT(selected cells) 
=MAX(selected cells)     
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Copy and paste the above formulas into columns C, D, E, F, H, I and J.   This will provide means, 
medians, modes, etc. for all exams, assignments, and total scores. 
 
Round to one decimal place.  Select all the means, medians, modes, highs, lows, and counts for 
columns B, C, D, E, F, H, and I.  Go to Format, Cells, Number and choose 1 decimal place.  
Column J should continue to have 3 decimal places. 
 
Using the proportion column, provide the following values. 
 

Mean:  __________ 
 
Median: __________ 
 
Mode:   __________ 
 
High:   __________ 
 
Low:  __________ 
 
Count:  __________ 

 
Sort the data.  Create a new worksheet named GradesSorted.  Do not sort your working copy.  If 
you mess up the sort, you could mess up the entire file!  Copy the data from GradesWorking into 
GradesSorted.  Freeze the panes, and choose normal layout.  Select rows 1-70.  Do not select 
rows 72-77 because you only want to sort student grades.  Sort the grades by Proportion.  Make 
sure header row is selected.  When you sort, you can sort by “A-Z” (ascending) or “Z-A” 
(descending).  Do it both ways and see what happens.  Explain the difference between ascending 
and descending? 
 

Which student has the top score?    ___________________ 
 
What proportion did he/she earn?    ___________________ 
 
Which student has the second lowest score?  ___________________ 
 
What proportion did she/he earn?    ___________________ 

 
Students with percentages of 90% or above received A’s.  Use the count function to determine 
how many As were in the class.  Use the count function—don’t just count them yourself! 
  
 Number of students receiving A grades:  ________ 
  
One final function that can be super useful is COUNTIF.  This function evaluates a list of cells and 
counts the number of cases where a given value is contained.  For example, how many students 
earned a “C” on an exam, or how many students are failing. 
   
Format for COUNTIF is as follows:  =COUNTIF(selected cells, criteria) 
 
Note that criteria that are being counted should be in quotation marks—and it is possible to choose 
greater than, less than, equal, etc.  See example formulas on the next page: 
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Count if greater than 5:   =COUNTIF(A2:A10,">5") 
Count if less than 5:    =COUNTIF(A2:A10,"<5") 
Count if equal to 5:    =COUNTIF(A2:A10,"=5") 
Count if not equal to 5:   =COUNTIF(A2:A10,"<>5") 
Count if greater than or equal to 5: =COUNTIF(C2:C8,">=5") 
Count if less than or equal to 5: =COUNTIF(C2:C8,"<=5") 

 
Use the function COUNTIF to explore student grades.  Use the worksheet GradesWorking.   
 
Determine how many students currently have an “A.”  To earn an “A” a student must have a 
percentage greater than or equal to 90%.  In cell J79, enter =COUNTIF(J2:J70,“>=.9”) 
 

How many students currently have an A?  ___________ 
 
Does this value match the number of A grades you found when sorting and counting on page 4?  If 
not, double check your function. 
 
In order to get credit for this course, students must earn at least a “C,” which is 70%.  In cell J82, 
enter =COUNTIF(J2:J70,“<.7”).   
 

How many students currently have grades below a C?  ___________ 
 
Now for a challenge!  In order to earn a “B,” students must have a percentage greater than or equal 
to 80% and less than 90%.  This will require specifying a range.   
 
Enter =COUNTIFS(J2:J70,">=.8",J2:J70,"<.9") 
 

How many students currently have a B?  ___________ 
 
To earn a C, students must have a grade greater than or equal to 70% and less than 80%.  Modify 
the COUNTIFS function to determine how many students have a C in the course.   
 

How many students currently have a C?  ___________ 
 
 
Part 5:  Some Tricks and Advanced Techniques. 
 
Here we outline some more technical Excel wizardry that will prove useful in future assignments 
(and hopefully, in real-life uses of the Excel software).  We'll test use of these approaches using the 
file ExcelPracticTrees.xls, so please load this file before we start. 
 
Use of the dollar sign ($) in cells: lock in the range of your data series. 
 
You may have noticed that, when pasting a function into a cell, Excel automatically adjusts the 
range of values (rows and/or columns) used in the calculation.  Most of the time, this is a handy 
feature – but sometimes, you'll want to consider the same range of data when making repeat use of a 
function.  For example, let's imagine you surveyed an area of the BHSU campus and wrote down 
tree species as you encountered them.  Having completed the list, you now want to tally the number 
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of individuals you encountered for each species.  The COUNTIF function introduced previously is 
an obvious approach to this problem – you can make a different countif function for each of the 
species that you want to tally.  As an example, the following function will total the number of Apple 
tree occurrences in ExcelPracticeTrees.xls. 
 
=COUNTIF(A2:A41,"Apple") 
 
Try this now.  Next, copy/paste the above function into an adjacent cell and change the species to 
Black Walnut.  If you look at the pasted function, you'll see that the data range (columns and/or 
rows searched, depending on where you pasted the function relative to the location of the original) 
has shifted – and yet, you still want to search the same range of data (i.e., column A rows 2-41)! 
 
Fortunately, you can tell Excel to make data ranges in your functions constant (i.e., unchanging 
when pasted into a new cell) using the dollar sign.  Simply put the $ before column(s) and/or row(s) 
that you don't want to shift – and if you don't want either columns or rows to shift, you can put the $ 
in front of both columns and rows.  The corresponding function for the Apple example above is... 
 
=COUNTIF($A$2:$A$41,"Apple") 
 
Now copy/paste the above function into a series of cells, adjusting the searched-for term to tally 
total occurrences for each of the species encountered in the survey.  Fill in the results below. 
 

Total No. Apple:   __________ 
 
Total No. Black Walnut:  __________ 
 
Total No. Green Ash:  __________ 
 
Total No. Box Elder:   __________ 
 
Total No. Blue Spruce:  __________ 
 

 
TALLY of unique occurrences in a data series. 
 
Consider our current data set, comprised of a list of species encountered in a survey of trees on 
campus.  Given such a list, it would be useful to calculate the number of unique occurrences of 
species (this correspondence to species richness, a measure of diversity that will be introduced in 
lecture).  By the way, this is a task that comes up a lot in a variety of circumstances – you have a list 
of variables (numbers and/or text) with repeats, and you want to know how many unique variables 
occur.  It turns out that we can the following complex function to do this! 
 
=SUM(IF(FREQUENCY(MATCH(A2:A41,A2:A41,0),MATCH(A2:A41,A2:A41,0))>0,1)) 
 
Enter the above function into a suitable cell in your Excel file, and report the following...  
 

No. Unique Species, determined via function:   __________ 
 
No. Unique Species, determined by physically counting:  __________ 

 
Did the function work?  If not, check the function text (especially the data range). 
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LIST of unique occurrences in a data series. 
 
Having a tally (number) of unique occurrences is useful, but what if we want to know the identity of 
those variables?  This would be useful in many circumstances, and fortunately it is something that 
can be done in Excel with the complicated function below. 
 
=INDEX($A$2:$A$41,MATCH(0,INDEX(COUNTIF($B$1:B1,$A$2:$A$41),0,0),0)) 
 
Note that, to work properly, this function needs to be deployed in a particular way.  First, identify a 
column to dedicate to it – let's use Column B.  (The above version of the function is written for use 
in Column B but could easily be modified for another column.)  Next, you need to paste the 
function into multiple cells in the dedicate column.  For the sake of this exercise, let's start by 
entering the above function into Column B Row 2 (i.e., cell B2) and then paste it into B3, B4, B5, 
B6 and continuing down the column.  (The copying/pasting of the function needs to be done in 
Excel, and not by repeatedly copying/pasting out of this or another Word or text file.) 
 
If performed correctly, you'll notice that a species name appears in each of the cells in which you 
paste the function, and that the names listed in sequential use of the formula are different from one 
another (unique) – and finally, that after some number of sequential uses, the formula will return 
N/A (not applicable).  The failure to return a species name indicates that there are no additional 
unique species names to recover from the list (i.e., you are done). 
 
Use the approach above to make a list of all the species found in the survey, and write these below. 
 

_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 
_____________________________ 
 

 
 
Post Script:  To Learn More About Excel Techniques.   
 
We have focused here on practical uses of functions and not the logic and mathematics underlying 
functions.  In some cases, there are more than one function (or combination of functions) that will 
achieve a desired result!  If you want to learn more about the advanced methods described above, 
we recommend that you Google the phrases "Excel count unique values among duplicates" and/or 
"Excel list of unique values in a column."  There are excellent online guides to using Excel and 
these can explain (in gory detail) how functions work and best choices for a given application. 


